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Abstract: The JSK (Jouhou System Kougaku) team from The University of Tokyo was selected
as one of the 32 finalist teams out of 134 applicants to participate in the second edition of the
Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotic Challenge (MBZIRC) held in 2020. One of the challenges
(Challenge 1) required an aerial robot to detect, follow and catch a yellow ball hanging underneath a
fast-moving drone. In this challenge, we developed an articulated aerial robot that could intercept
the target. This study presents reliable vision-based detection, target-trajectory estimation, fast
interception-planning, and -control. Furthermore, we discuss outdoor experiments for evaluating our
hardware and software systems, as well as the competition results in Abu Dhabi. With our developed
system, we achieved third place in Challenge 1, as one of only four teams in the entire competition
to successfully intercept the moving target.
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1. Introduction
Operating aerial robot systems without human interaction in outdoor environments is demanding.
Particularly, these systems should enable autonomous flight and must be robust against failures,
crashes, and environmental changes (e.g., varying lighting conditions). Robotic competitions such as
the Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics Challenge (MBZIRC) facilitate the development of
robot platforms that can quickly adapt to new situations and work robustly in the field.

In comparison to the first edition of MBZIRC, held in 2017 (Dias et al., 2019), the second edition
took place on February 23rd to 25th, 2020, in Abu Dhabi and presented outdoor tasks of advanced
difficulty: three individual challenges and a Grand Challenge that integrated all three. Although the
individual challenges at MBZIRC were still moderately complex, their combination, time constraints,
and fully-autonomous system requirements posed high demands on the participating teams. As
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Figure 1. (A) Deformable multilinked aerial robot equipped with nets for intercepting a flying target. (B)
Autonomous flight in the outdoor environment. (C) Autonomous interception with a yellow ball suspended from a
fast-moving quadrotor in MBZIRC 2020 Challenge 1.

one of the 32 finalists, we extended a versatile multilinked aerial robot presented in M. Zhao et al.
(2021) as the basic robot platform to participate in all challenges. Our new system demonstrated
advanced capabilities in aerial grasping and manipulation, necessary for all challenges. Furthermore,
Challenge 1 required fast maneuvering to catch a flying target, which ability aligns with current
work to address drone safety issues and autonomous aerial interception problems. In this article,
we describe our designs, in both hardware and software to achieve the autonomous interception in
Challenge 1. As shown in Figure 1, our system includes customized hardware, robust, vision-based
target detection and target-trajectory estimation, and incremental intercept planning and control.

1.1. Related work
1.1.1. Autonomous aerial interception for drone safety
Challenge 1 requires fast maneuvering for catching a flying target, which is motivated by drone safety.
Intercepting and catching a flying target are gaining increased attention with the growing concern
on the malicious use of drones, especially in complex scenarios such as urban environments where
it is necessary to neutralize the drone without exposing the people around to danger (Kang et al.,
2020). Regarding the detection of intruder drones, a stereo-camera-based detection and localization
method was proposed by Vrba et al. (2019), and a net cannon was deployed to catch the target.
A cage structure was proposed by García et al. (2020) to actively capture flying targets based on
non-cooperative aerial physical interaction.

1.1.2. Comparison with Challenge 1 in the first edition of MBZIRC
As shown in Figure 2, the interception target in Challenge 1 is a small yellow ball, 12.5 cm diameter
and magnetically attached to a suspending cable from a back quadrotor. Observing from the top, the
quadrotor follows an eight-shape trajectory inside an arena with a size of 100 m × 60 m; however, the
height continuously varies from 5 m to 15 m, and the horizontal orientation of this orbital trajectory
also varies. During the 15 min challenge, the speed of the quadrotor is maintained at 8 m/s for the
first 8 min and then slows down to 5 m/s for the rest of the time. Besides, Challenge 1 also contains
a sub-task which requires aerial robots to pierce six static balloons with a height of 2 m from the
ground. The interception and balloon piercing tasks can be operated individually. However, the
main interception task is considerably difficult to complete because it is the only task requiring fast
maneuvering in all challenges. Only three teams, including our team, succeeded to autonomously
drop or catch the yellow ball1 in Challenge 1, which deserved higher scores than the teams that only
completed the balloon piercing task.

1 https://www.mbzirc.com/winning-teams/2020
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(B)(A) (C)

Figure 2. (A) Competition arena of Challenge 1, of which the size is 100 m × 40 m × 20 m. (B) Quadrotor
suspending a magnetically attached yellow ball (target). (C) Eight-shaped path of quadrotor looking from the top.
The height varies from 5 m to 15 m, and the speed is constant.

This challenge can be considered as an advanced task compared with Challenge 1 in the last
MBZIRC, which only required an aerial robot to land on a moving truck following an eight-shape
trajectory on the ground. Comparing with the vision-based detection based on the line or circle
extraction from the simple landing heliport in the last MBZIRC (Bähnemann et al., 2019; Beul
et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2019; Z. Li et al., 2019; Štěpán et al., 2019; Tzoumanikas et al., 2019), a more
robust vision processing is necessary, because it is difficult to distinguish the ball-quadrotor target as
shown in Figure 2b from the background as shown in Figure 2a. Chasing a moving target in a 3D
manner is much more difficult than following a target moving on the ground. Besides, the varying
lighting conditions influence the image captured from the front-view camera. Thus, a simple tracking
motion is not proper, and smart interception planning is required. Furthermore, a proper hardware
mechanism to block or catch the ball is also important. Otherwise, rotating propellers would be
tangled in the detached ball or suspending cable, inducing a crash.

1.1.3. Multilinked aerial robot
To block or capture the target ball, most of the competition teams designed cage-like attachments
in front of the robot to catch the ball. However, a foldable cage structure can further improve
the catching performance. Instead of employing additional actuators for a cage, we focus on the
deformability of the robot to enable grasping. In terms of deformability for grasping or the gripper,
various mechanical designs are proposed (Falanga et al., 2019; Gabrich et al., 2018; N. Zhao et al.,
2018). However, in order to create a synergy among all challenges in MBZIRC, as well as among
previous projects in our group, a multilinked aerial robot with tilting propellers as presented in
M. Zhao et al. (2021) was employed, which can further enhance the controllability compared to
the original model presented in M. Zhao et al. (2018). Given that the two-dimensional multilink
structure of this robot facilitates grasping from the side, a special foldable cage composed of nets
tied between two end links as shown Figure 1a is developed in this work. A significant advantage of
the multilinked structure in competitions is that all links are highly modularized, allowing an easy
and fast replacement of certain links when the robot suffers damage.

1.1.4. Flying target detection and tracking
Flying target detection and tracking by onboard sensors can be categorized into two groups: depth-
based method and vision-based method. The depth-based method like Vrba et al. (2019) uses a depth
sensor such as a ToF (time-of-flight) sensor or stereo camera to obtain a depth map, and extracts an
isolated depth cluster from the map for target detection. The main advantages of this method are the
direct measurement of the target distance using depth map, and the long range of distance estimation
(∼100 m). The vision-based method uses a monocular camera, which is lightweight and easy to equip
compared with most of the depth sensors, and then extracts color, geometry or deep features from
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images to classify the target. The ball suspended by the flying drone in Challenge 1 consists strong
features (e.g., circle shape and single color), making it well suited for the vision-based method. Thus,
we choose vision-based target detection and tracking for our aerial interception system.

Autonomous vision-based target detection and tracking can be divided into two stages. The first
stage involves a detector to find the target and produce a bounding box. In the second stage, an
individual tracker uses the initial bounding box from the detector as the template to find the target
in the following frames. In such a two-stage framework, the accuracy of the detector and speed of
the tracker are critical. Most state-of-the-art detectors, such as Faster-RCNN (Ren et al., 2017),
RetinaNet (T.-Y. Lin et al., 2017), and CenterNet (Zhou et al., 2019), take advantage of deep neural
networks (DNN) to achieve high detection accuracy for multiple object classes. However, these
detectors highly demand the computational resources of GPUs. The tracker can be further divided
into two types. The first type is based on the correlation filter (CF) (Bolme et al., 2010; Chaudhary
et al., 2017; Henriques et al., 2015) which can perform online learning for the target classification.
Most CFs such as KCF (Henriques et al., 2015) are less computationally demanding and can even
perform in real-time in a single CPU. However, most of them lack the ability to estimate the shape
of the bounding box (i.e., bounding box regression), which is important for tracking a deformable
target such as the drone with a suspended ball in this challenge. The second type of tracker called
Siamese-network-based tracker (Bertinetto et al., 2016) has been developed rapidly recently. The key
idea of this type of tracker is the cross-correlation operation between the extracted features from
the target template and search region using an offline trained shared convolutional neural network
(CNN). SiamRPN (B. Li et al., 2018) and SiamRPN++ (B. Li et al., 2019) further use the output of
cross-correlation operation to predict the shape of the bounding box as well as target classification,
which can outperform the first type of tracker. However, there is also the computational resource
problem to perform CNN as stated in the detector.

Given that we only need to detect one object class (i.e., ball-drone target) in this task, it is
possible to use a lightweight detection model that is less accurate but much faster than the above
state-of-the-art methods, and design a single-stage detection and tracking framework only requiring
this lightweight detector. Regarding the lightweight detection model, MAVNet (Nguyen et al., 2019)
achieved a promising detecting speed for aerial tasks with a compact computer with embedded GPU
such as NVIDIA Jetson Xavier. The YOLO series (Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon & Farhadi, 2017,
2018) as one of the pioneers of a one-stage detector can run in a single CPU in real-time. As another
early one-stage detector, SSD (W. Liu et al., 2016) has a simple architecture that uses multi-scale
feature maps for classification and bounding box regression. Recently, M. Liu et al. (2019) and Zhu
and Liu (2018) integrate SSD with LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) to jointly perform
detection and tracking for multiple object classes in videos. We choose SSD for our task and further
apply the quantization process (Jacob et al., 2018) to produce a significantly small model (< 5 MB).
The quantized inference model can be deployed in a USB inference device performing real-time
detection independently with less than 5 ms per frame. We also develop a pipeline from bounding
box detection to task-tailoring ball tracking for continuous frames.

1.1.5. Target trajectory estimation
Target trajectory estimation is important for interception planning and control. In the last MBZIRC,
either an extended Kalman filter (Tzoumanikas et al., 2019) or a particle filter (Bähnemann et al.,
2019) was designed to estimate the eight-shape path of the target truck and heliport. The 2D motion
on the ground is much easier to estimate because the bird-view observation from a downward camera
can provide sufficient and reliable information on the target position; the height of the target is
constant. Unlike a stereo camera or a ToF sensor that can measure the distance to the target, the
estimation of a 3D trajectory using the vision-based method demands a proper depth estimation.
Thus, in this work, a robust depth estimation with a monocular camera based on both the ball radius
and width of the drone is developed to achieve the maximum depth of up to 30 m. Furthermore, given
that the sunlight reduces the visibility on a target, it is difficult to estimate an entire 3D trajectory
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in the air. Thus, we only focus on the straight segment parts of the eight-shape trajectory and apply
a RANSAC (Fischler & Bolles, 1981) based filter to formulate the target motion.

1.1.6. Interception planning and control
Intercepting a moving target in the air is much difficult than following, because the precise tracking
performance is required at an extremely close range. Although various landing planning and control
methods (Bähnemann et al., 2019; Beul et al., 2019) have demonstrated the effectiveness in the
last MBZIRC, the landing task is still easier than capturing a small object in the air, because the
heliport for landing is larger than the aerial robot implying that more error tolerance is allowed
at the moment of landing (i.e., interception). Furthermore, if the entire trajectory of the target is
unable to be comprehended due to factors such as sunlight as discussed above, interception would be
more demanding because of the delay in feed-back control. Thus, a special incremental interception
planning is developed in our work, which attempts to intercept the target in the straight segment of
the eight-shape trajectory with several iterations. Although it is difficult to intercept the target at
the first time, the standby position of the robot is updated after every trial and finally converges to
a proper interception point. To maximize the sighting duration at each interception trial, a position
close to the end of the straight segment is selected as the initial standby point. A critical assumption
of this strategy is that the moving target should follow an orbital motion. However, most of the flying
targets in a finite space follow relatively orbital trajectories, indicating that our strategy is effective
for the interception task in a finite space.

1.1.7. Comparison with other teams
In the competition, only four teams successfully intercepted the yellow ball: our team, an allied
team from Czech Technical University in Prague, University of Pennsylvania and NYU (Baca et al.,
2021), and another allied team from Polytechnic University of Madrfourid, University Pablo Olvide,
Poznan University of Technology and CNRS (in Grand Challenge), succeeded to block and drop
the ball from the quadrotor, whereas the team from the Beijing Institute of Technology successfully
captured the ball and delivered it to a goal point. The allied teams employed a quadrotor attached
with an unfoldable net which is specialized in blocking. Their interception strategy is similar to ours
which lets the robot wait at the cross point of the eight-shape trajectory. The team from the Beijing
Institute of Technology employed a quadrotor equipped with an unfoldable cage and a gimbal camera
that can actively visually track the target. Their interception strategy is also different from other
teams, which is active chasing. Nevertheless, their strategy also focuses on the straight segment part:
the robot waits around the end of the segment at the beginning, and starts chasing after the target
enters the segment part. The main limitation of the active chasing strategy is that it is necessary to
catch the ball before the target enters the arc part.

1.2. Main contributions
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to employ a deformable multilinked aerial robot
to achieve fast maneuvering in outdoor environments. In short, the main contributions of this study,
which can benefit the field robotics community are summarized as follows:

• we develop a multilinked aerial robot with a foldable net for interception and capture and a
hardware design allowing fast processing on the deep neural network.

• we develop a computationally light framework for detecting and tracking the target with
single-shot detection, color filtering, and robust depth estimation.

• we develop a robust, random-sampling technique for estimating the target’s linear trajectory,
and a motion planner that incrementally updates the interception point.

• we evaluate the feasibility of our system by field experiments and demonstrate good results in
challenge competition.
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1.3. Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the multilinked aerial robot platform customized
for Challenge 1 is presented in Section 2. Then the vision-based target detection and tracking are
presented in Section 3, followed by the trajectory estimation and interception planning and control
method in Section 4. Finally, we demonstrate a representative on-site experiment as well as the
results in the real competition in Section 5 before concluding in Section 6.

2. Platform
We develop a robot platform to achieve the synergy between all challenges by originality, namely
aerial deformability. A versatile multilinked aerial robot is then designed as presented in M. Zhao et al.
(2021). To complete Challenge 1 autonomously, we adopt customization to enable the interception
and capturing of a flying target.

2.1. Hardware
2.1.1. Multilinked structure
The basic architecture of our robot is a three-link model as shown in Figure 3. The propulsion system
is built based on T-motor products (rotors: T-motor MN3510 KV3602; ESC: T-motor Air40A3;
propeller: T-motor P14×4.8 Prop4), and the maximum thrust generated by this propulsion system is
16 N. As shown in Figure 3b, the propeller is tilted at an angle of 10 deg to enhance the controllability
on yaw rotational motion. There are two joints connecting links with a length of 0.6 m. As shown in
Figure 3c, these joints are actuated by servo motors (Dynamixel XH430-W350R)5 and rotated in
parallel, resulting in two-dimensional deformation like a gripper.

(A)

(B)

neuron

servo motor

10 deg

(C)

Figure 3. (A) Multilinked aerial robot with two joints. Link length is 0.6 m. (B) Tilting propeller (10 deg) in each
link. (C) Servo motor (Dynamixel XH430-W350R) actuating the joint. The Neuron is an original MCU (micro
controller unit) which enables the communication between the servos and onboard computer as shown in Figure 6

2 https://store-en.tmotor.com/goods.php?id=337
3 https://store-en.tmotor.com/goods.php?id=368
4 https://store-en.tmotor.com/goods.php?id=380
5 http://www.robotis.us/dynamixel-xh430-w350-r
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(A) (B)

Figure 4. (A) Top net made of nylon to block an approaching ball. (B) Bottom net make of polyester to hold
the target ball while joints are closed.

2.1.2. Net for interception
A super light net is tied between two poles attached on the top of the link ends as shown in Figure 4a.
This net can be expanded by deformation for blocking the target ball. We opt nylon material because
it can relatively keep its form while folding, thus can avoid being wrapped in the rotating propeller
as shown in Figure 4b. Another net made from polyester is tied at four points for capturing the ball
from below while closing the joints as shown in Figure 4b.

2.1.3. Onboard sensors
The sensors for localization include an embedded IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) & magnetometer,
a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver6, a downward-facing LiDAR (Light Detection and Rang-
ing)7, and a downward-facing light VIO (Visual Inertial Odometry) module8 as shown in Figure 5b,c.
It is notable that we do not employ RTK-GPS (Real Time Kinematic GPS) in our system. Similar
to the motion capture system in the indoor environments, dependency on this localization device can
not be considered as a fully autonomous system. The challenge also regulated a score penalty on the
usage of the RTK-GPS device.

For vision-based detection, a front view camera (ELP-SUSB1080P01-LC11009) is employed as
shown in Figure 5c. The resolution of this camera is 1920×1080 and the angle of view is 60 deg×40 deg.
The mounting position is decided such that the target ball can be tracked at extremely close range
and also has less occlusion caused by link ends as shown in the sketch of Figure 5c.

2.1.4. Onboard computer
Given that vision-based detection is required in this work, a relatively sufficient computation resource
provided by GPU is desirable. Basically, a GPU embedded computer such as NVIDIA Jetson series10

is an effective solution. However, the bottleneck of such a compact computer is the relatively weak
CPU power, and limited memory. Thus, a second computer with a more powerful CPU is usually
employed (Y. Lin et al., 2018) to handle processes heavily depending on the CPU (e.g., flight control,

6 https://www.u-blox.com/en/product/neo-m8-series
7 https://leddartech.com/lidar/leddarone/
8 https://www.intelrealsense.com/tracking-camera-t265/
9 http://www.webcamerausb.com/
10 https://developer.nvidia.com/buy-jetson
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GPS

Intel NUC

downward
VIO module 

downward
LiDAR

spinal

Google Coral TPU

(A) (B) (C)

front-view
color camera 

60 deg

Figure 5. (A) Front view camera (ELP-SUSB1080P01-LC1100) for target detection. The resolution of this
camera is 1920 × 1080 and the angle of view is 60 deg × 40 deg. (B) Top of the connection part between link2
and link3, where the onboard computer (Intel NUC with Core i7) is mounted. (C) Bottom of the connection part
between link2 and link3, where Google Coral TPU for inference with the neural network is mounted.

motion planning). However, this coupled computer system not only increases the payload, but also
induces difficulty on the compact design for multilinked model. Thus, we employ a USB accelerator
device called Google Coral11 which is an edge TPU (tensor processing unit) to perform inference
with the neural network. Using the edge device can significantly save the resource and memory of an
onboard computer. Furthermore, the weight of Google Coral is significantly light (i.e., 20 g), which is
suitable for an aerial platform. The usage of the edge device is one of the advantages of our hardware
decision, which allows us to use computational resources for other processes. We then employ Intel
NUC BLKNUC7I7DNHE12 instead of other lighter computers presented in M. Zhao et al. (2021)
with the aim of handling heavy processes on target trajectory estimation, motion planning, and data
logging.

2.1.5. Battery
Given that the sensor and computer are different from the default platform as presented in M. Zhao
et al. (2021), the battery arrangement is modified. Two 6 s 3000 mA h batteries are attached in two
end links, respectively as shown in Figure 3a. The weight of the robot is 4.14 kg, which is relatively
heavier than the basic platform causing a short flight time of 10 min. Thus, it requires a battery
replacement for a 15 min challenge. However, a parallel connection design allows the hot-plug during
the challenge which does not need to restart the system.

2.2. Software
The onboard computer (i.e., Intel NUC) runs Ubuntu and the robot operating system (ROS)13 as
middleware to execute the state estimation, flight control, target detection and motion planning for
autonomous flight and interception as shown in Figure 6. The original printed circuit board (PCB)
called Spinal and Neuron are MCU (micro controller units) which enable the internal communication
system between links. In Figure 6, the blocks corresponding to the main contribution of this work
are colored in gray, whereas other white blocks are common in all challenges. The details of these
white blocks, especially the flight control and state estimation can be found in M. Zhao et al. (2021).

11 https://coral.ai/products/accelerator
12 https://www.intel.sg/content/www/xa/en/products/boards-kits/nuc/kits/nuc7i7dnhe.html
13 http://www.ros.org/
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Figure 6. System architecture to achieve fully autonomous flight and interception. The gray blocks are the main
contributions in this work, whereas other white blocks are common in all challenges presented in M. Zhao et al.
(2021).

2.3. Flight control
Here, we briefly introduce the flight control method for the multilinked model, which is presented in
M. Zhao et al. (2021). As stated in our previous work (M. Zhao et al., 2018), we assume the joint
motion is sufficiently slow. In other words, we ignore the velocity and acceleration of the joint angles
q ∈ R2. The multilinked model can be regarded as a time-variant rigid body, whereas the dynamic
model for flight control is approximated as a single rigid body model. However, the change in joint
angles q still influences not only the entire inertial tensor IΣ, but also the allocation matrix Q(q),
converting thrust force u to wrench (f , τ ). Besides, Euler angles α ∈ R3 are used to express the
robot attitude.

Given that the control inputs are four thrust forces u ∈ R4, we apply a cascaded control flow for
position and attitude control as shown in Figure 7. In the position controller as the outer loop, a
general PID control is applied to calculate the desired thrust udes

pos ∈ R4 for the z motion and the
desired roll and pitch angles αdes

x , αdes
y from the desired position rdes and desired velocity ṙdes. In the

attitude control as the inner loop, Linear Quadratic with Integral (LQI) control approach (Young
& Willems, 1972) is applied, because we use the cost function in this optimal control framework to
suppress the lateral force generated by the tilted propeller. The input of the attitude controller is the
desired Euler angles of which the roll and pitch elements are from the position controller, whereas
the output is the desired thrust forces udes

att ∈ R4. Eventually, the final desired thrust force for each
rotor should be the sum of the control input from both the attitude controller and position control:
udes = udes

att + udes
pos.

3. Vision-based target detection and tracking
The flying target in Challenge 1 is a yellow ball hanging from a quadrotor following an eight-shaped
path of which the height varies and the speed in constant as shown in Figure 2. The target ball is
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Figure 7. Flight control framework for multilinked aerial robot, which involves the dynamic model approximation
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Figure 8. Pipeline involving vision-based ball detection and estimation of the 3D position. The white blocks are
run on an onboard computer, whereas the gray block is run in the USB device (i.e., Google Coral TPU).

magnetically attached to the suspending cable. For such a target, we develop a vision-based detection
and tracking method as well as the estimation of the 3D position as shown in Figure 8.

3.1. Tracking by detection
In this work, a computationally light framework for tracking by detection which only requires few
resources on the CPU owing to an external USB device (i.e., Google Coral TPU) for detection based
on a deep neural network is developed as shown in Figure 8.

3.1.1. SSD detection
We use SSD as the detector in our vision tracking system. The main advantages of SSD are the
possibility to select different backbone classification networks and transfer learning using a pretrained
classification network. For the backbone network, a light convolutional neural network, namely
MoblieNet V2 (Sandler et al., 2018) is applied to reduce the computation consumption. Furthermore,
the network is quantized (Jacob et al., 2018) to further reduce the network size and enable inference
with 8 bit integers in the USB device Google Coral TPU. With the quantized SSD, inference on an
image input of the size of 256 × 256 only spends approximately 4 ms to 5 ms.

Regarding the choice of the target in this challenge, only selecting a quadrotor can induce many
false-positives because there are many similar structures with the drone frame in the background
environment. Only selecting a ball is also ambiguous in a complex environment. Thus, we select both
the quadrotor and suspending ball as an integrated training model. This can significantly increase
the detection reliability in a complex background due to the extraction of features from both parts.
As a result, the trained SSD can provide reliable detection at a long range (∼30 m) as shown in
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 9. Detection results at (A) long range (> 15 m); (B) medium range (5 m to 15 m); (C) close range
(< 5 m). The case of the only ball at extremely close range can also be detected, indicating the robustness of
target detection.

Figure 9a, as well as robust detection at an extremely close range where only the ball is within
an image as shown in Figure 9c. This wide range detection provides sufficient target data in time
sequence, which benefits later target path formulation and early tracking motion. Details of the
offline training procedure are presented in Section 5.1.

3.1.2. RoI selection
SSD, which only contains a single class (i.e., the target hanging ball and quadrotor) can serve as a
tracker; however, the false-positive candidate cannot be effectively avoided, indicating that reliable
visual tracking can not be achieved only by detection. Thus, a simple tracking strategy is introduced
before SSD detection as shown in Figure 8 to limit the region of interest (RoI) for detection, which
can improve tracking on a continuous motion on a target. There are three phases designed to achieve
reliable tracking from initial detection to on-going tracking:

• initial detection phase: we perform the SSD detection on the entire image input as well as
five half-size images to enable detection on a small target at a long range as shown in Figure 10a.
All input is resized to 256 × 256 for SSD inference. The continuous motion of a candidate is
defined as a small motion deviation between two neighboring frames (i.e., ∥pk − pk−1∥ < δ,
where pk and pk−1 are the pixel position of the candidate bounding box center at the current
and last frames). Once the continuous motion of a detected candidate is confirmed with certain
continuous frames (e.g., 10 frames), the phase is shifted to the tracking phase. If there are
several candidates satisfying the continuous motion, we chose the candidate with a height
detection score.

• tracking phase: A RoI, which is an expanded region around the last detection bounding box
is selected as the input to the SSD as shown in Figure 10b, which obtains the detection on a
continuous moving target. The expanding rate is chosen between 2 and 3. Detection only on the
selected RoI instead of the entire image can significantly increase the detection, especially at
long range because the resizing rate is low. If there is no target detected at the current frame,
the RoI would not change at the next frame. This is effective for the temporary target lost,
because such detection failure is due to the difficulty in distinguishing between the target and
background. Furthermore, if the target cannot be detected in certain continuous frames (i.e.,
5), the phase is shifted to the lost target phase.

• lost target phase: the same detection procedure in the initial detection phase is performed.
However, the frames to confirm a continuous motion of the target is half of the frames in the
initial detection for quick recovery.
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Figure 10. (A) Six input for SSD per frame in initial detection phase: the image 1⃝ and five half-size images
2⃝– 6⃝; (B) Expanded region (red frame) around the last detection bounding box (green frame) is selected as the

input to the SSD to obtain the detection on a continuous moving target.

(A)

(B) (C) (D) (E)

Figure 11. (A) Raw image with the detected bounding box from SSD. (B) Lower half part of the bounding box
for ball extraction. (C) Result of HSV color filter. (D) Result of contour clustering. (E) Minimum enclosing circle
for each contour. The circle protruding from the bounding box is considered as an invalid candidate (green circle),
whereas the valid candidate with the maximum size is the final target result (red circle).

3.2. Ball extraction
The location of the ball is important to estimate the 3D position. The detected bounding box about
the coupled model as shown in Figure 9 provides a reliable region to extract the ball part. We
developed a simple pipeline for ball extraction focusing on the bottom half of the bounding box with
a certain expanding rate (i.e, 1.1) as shown in Figure 11b. Then, a Hue-Lightness-Saturation (HLS)
color filter is applied as shown in Figure 11c. The HLS color filter is more robust compared to the
RGB color filter and the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color filter in the outdoor environments, since
the lightness value in HSL can handle the influence of sunlight. Subsequently, contour extraction
is further applied on the filtered output as shown in Figure 11d to perform clustering, which is
followed by the calculation of the minimum enclosing circle for each contour as shown Figure 11e.
The enclosing circles protruding from the valid region are considered as outlier. Finally, the inlier
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enclosing circle with the maximum size is considered as the target ball, and the center point and
radius in the pixel can be obtained, which is further used to estimate the 3D position. In most of the
cases, the HSL color filter and the associated contour clustering can only extract the portion of the
ball as shown in Figure 11c,d; however, the calculation of the minimum enclosing circle can improve
the robustness against the insufficient area as well as the outlier rejection.

3.3. Distance estimation
The depth of the ball can be straightforwardly calculated using the ball radius as follows:

dball = fcam
rball

rpixel
(1)

where, fcam, rball and rpixel are the focal length of the camera, the ball radius in metric and the
radius in pixel respectively. We assume that the ball metric radius is known.

Although the outlier rejection as shown Figure 11e can filter out most of the invalid candidates,
the color filter in ball extraction can still induce error regarding rpixel especially at long range. It is
also possible to roughly estimate the depth of the quadrotor from the width of the bounding box of
the SSD:

ddrone = fcam
wdrone

wbb
(2)

where, wdrone and wbb are the known width of the quadrotor in metric and the width of the bounding
box in pixel, respectively. It is notable that when the edges of the bounding box are close to the
boundary of the raw image, the quadrotor might protrude from the camera frame as shown in
Figure 9c making the width of the bounding box unreliable. The definition of the valid bounding box
is then introduced by:

I := {bb = (umin, vmin, umax, vmax)|, umin > ϵ, vmin > ϵ, umax < wimg − ϵ, vmax < himg − ϵ} (3)

where, umin, vmin, umax and vmax are four corners of the bounding box, wimg and himg are the width
and height of the raw image, and ϵ is a small positive threshold.

In the case of the long range, given that the ball is relatively small, there are no sufficient pixels
to represent the ball (i.e., 1 to 2 pixels). Therefore, the depth of the quadrotor calculated from
Equation 2 is more reliable. In the case of the close range, the depth calculated from Equation 2 is
more reliable since the quadrotor might protrude from the image.

Then the estimation of the ball depth and center, which combines the information of the bounding
box and ball extraction is developed as shown in Figure 12. This estimation flowchart has three main
cases according to two depth threshold: dmiddle for medium range and dclose for close range.

Furthermore, a simple low pass filter is introduced to merge the depth calculated from both the
ball radius and quadrotor width as follows:

d̄ball(t) := (1 − γ)d̄ball + γdball (4)
d̄ball(t) := (1 − γ)d̄ball + γddrone (5)

where, d̄ball is the filtered depth of the ball, and γ is a filtering rate. It is decided whether d̄ball is
updated by either Equation 4 or Equation 5 according to the current ball depth d̄ball as shown in
Figure 12.

3.4. 3D position estimation
The estimation of the ball center (uball, vball) is updated according to the ball depth. In the case
of close range, the estimated center is equal to the result from the ball extraction (ucricle, vcricle) as
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Figure 12. Flowchart to estimate the ball depth and center, which combines the depth calculated from the ball
radius and depth calculated from the width of the bounding box.

shown in Figure 11e, whereas in the case of medium distance, both the ball position and bounding
box are used as follows:

uball =
bb(0)+bb(2)

2 + ucricle

2 (6)

vball = bb(3) + vcricle

2 (7)

where, bb is the bounding box array as defined in Equation 3. It is notable that, we assume the
bottom edge of the bounding box contacts with the ball circle. Thus, the height of the ball center
can be approximated as the height of the bottom edge.

In the case of long range, only the bounding box is used as follows:

uball = bb(0) + bb(2)
2 (8)

vball = bb(3) (9)

In addition, outlier rejection is introduced to improve the validity of the ball depth (i.e.,
|d̄ball − dball| < δd) and bounding box (i.e., bb ∈ I) as shown in Figure 12.

Using Equations 4–9, the 3D position of the target ball with reference to (w.r.t.) the camera frame
can be calculated based on the camera intrinsic parameters:

{Cam}pball = d̄ball

 fcam 0 cu

0 fcam cc

0 0 1

−1  uball
vball

1

 (10)

where, [cu cv] is the point in the camera frame where the optical axis passes. Note that, the z axis of
the camera frame {Cam} coincides with the optical axis.

Finally, the ball position w.r.t the world frame {W }pball can be transformed using the robot pose
(i.e., {W }Rrobot, {W }probot).
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4. Interception planning and control
There are three main difficulties in planning and control for the interception task in Challenge 1.

• First, the flying arena in Challenge 1 is large with more than [100 m, 60 m]. Since the target
drone is small with a 6.25 cm radius and shaking ball, the estimated 3D position has a large
uncertainty when being distant.

• Second, the flying speed of the target is very fast (two mode: 8 m/s and 5 m/s) and challenging
for a normal multirotor to intercept.

• Third, the background view of the competition arena is very crowded with many dark-colored
buildings. Comparing to the open court, the detection quality is lower, and the maximum
detection distance is shorter, which causes very little reaction time (≤ 4 s).

To tackle these difficulties, the approach should be robust and flexible to cope with the large
uncertainties in the task level. Consequently, we develop an incremental interception approach
to iteratively adjust to a final grasping point with heuristic uncertainty-aware target trajectory
estimation and robot motion control.

4.1. Target trajectory estimation
Based on the rules in Challenge 1, the target follows an eight-shape route with two different constant
speeds for the first 8 min and the next 7 min, respectively. The motion in the z axis is random with
unknown speed and height (the height region is roughly given in competition: 5 m to 15 m). The
horizontal orientation can also be random.

In summary, the target trajectory has many random settings with limited prior knowledge to fully
reconstruct the global route map, especially for the robot with a limited visual view and perceptive
region. Instead of fully reconstructing the global route, we estimate a very local route of target
motion with sufficient prior knowledge.

In detail, we take advantage of the local route near the center of the eight-shape map, which is
nearly straight in the x-y plane with constant speed and random motion in the z axis. The target
trajectory estimation is naturally divided into two components in our approach, which include the
straight line estimation in the horizontal plane using random sample consensus (RANSAC) and point
estimation in the vertical axis using a low-pass filter (LPF).

4.1.1. Horizontal trajectory estimation
The input of trajectory estimation is from target detection results, which are further recovered into
the 3D position based on the robot localization results and the target depth as presented in Figure 8.
Therefore, the input data is highly noisy.

A robust and computationally efficient approach is required against these uncertainties. We apply
the 2D RANSAC approach for line trajectory estimation as Figure 13, which is robust against outliers
comparing to classical line fitting methods such as least square fitting and Deming regression (Adcock,
1878), and efficient comparing to robust regression approaches such as H. Li (2009) and Olsson et al.
(2008).

We divide the entire estimation procedure into three phases as shown in Figure 14, which are the
initial, tracking, and final phases, according to the distance between the target and robot. In each
phase, the number of data points would be different. The reason is:

• in the initial phase, the target is distant from the robot and the estimated 3D position has
significant uncertainties. The latest information with more accuracy is preferred, so that the
old data is abandoned quickly to avoid generating misleading results.

• in the tracking phase, the detection results from Figure 8 are more reliable, so that more history
data is preferred to lead to a more robust estimation.
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Figure 13. Result of line estimation by RANSAC. Both blue and pink points are reconstructed 3D position of
the target from Figure 8, where the blue ones are classified as inliers, and the pink ones are outliers. The red line
is the estimated straight line.
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Figure 14. Pipeline of trajectory estimation in the horizontal plane. Three phases are designed according to the
distance between the target and robot. The input is a target 3D position obtained from Figure 8.

• in the final phase, the target is close and the number of history data is reduced to half to
encourage rapid response to the latest target motion while guaranteeing robust estimation
results.

In detail, the object detection pipeline as shown in Figure 8 generates results as input at 30 Hz
in general. Thus, we use 15 data (i.e., 0.5 s) for the initial phase, 60 data (i.e., 2 s) for the tracking
phase, and 30 data (i.e., 1 s) for the final phase, respectively.

4.1.2. Vertical trajectory estimation
The vertical trajectory is difficult to predict because the maximum and minimum height values vary
in the real competition and the speed is also unknown. In the real competition, we found the gap
between the maximum and minimum height could at most vary nearly two times in different trials.

The only information we could obtain is that the target would not suddenly change its vertical
speed. To solve this problem, we develop a straightforward low-pass filter (LPF) to refine the latest
height of the target:

zlpf := zlpfαlpf + (1 − αlpf)zdetection (11)
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where we balance between the smoothness and time delay by adjusting the LPF gain αlpf . In the
real competition, it is set as 0.8.

4.2. Interception position planning
4.2.1. Target moving state classification
Our strategy is to block the moving target in the straight segment part. However, given the eight-shape
route, there are two straight segment parts, in which the target moves away from the robot or gets
close. Thus, we need to classify the two states for different reactive motions. From the trajectory
estimation result, our heuristic method is to make the classification based on the average of five latest
and five oldest estimation positions in the estimator buffer of the target.

The target motion (i.e., getting close or moving away) can be classified according to the angle
between the robot orientation and target trajectory:{

(P head − P tail) · n⃗robot < vthre, target getting close
(P head − P tail) · n⃗robot > vthre, target moving away

(12)

where P head and P tail are the average points of the five latest and oldest detection results, respectively,
n⃗robot is the robot unit orientation vector, vthre is the threshold value from experiments, and all
vectors are in the horizontal 2D plane. As shown in Figure 15, the dot product is expected to be
negative when the target gets close to the robot or otherwise positive when the target leaves away. In
the real experiments, although there are noises from vision-based detection results, we found a small
negative value could be good enough for the classification threshold vthre.

It is necessary to indicate that there are corner cases when a target is in the arc part of the
eight-shape route instead of the straight segment part. However, the corner cases seldom appear in
the real challenge because in the arc part, the target is too distant (∼30 m) to be detected by the
robot. However, to be complete, the presented method should be constrained by the target distance
based on the task details.

4.2.2. Moving-away tracking scenario
When the target motion is classified as moving away from the robot, there is not much useful
information on the interception point in the horizontal plane. In the vertical plane, the robot is
commanded to track the height of the target to keep the target inside the visual view.

4.2.3. Getting-close tracking scenario
When the target motion is classified as getting close to the robot, the basic idea is to find the desired
interception position and send the feasible control commands to the robot.

To avoid the unfeasible interception position, first, the quality of trajectory estimation is evaluated
and the estimation results with a large error are abandoned. By assuming that the orientation
margin of the eight-shape route is known in the challenge, the trajectory estimation results could be

Target drone 
getting close

Robot orientation

(A)

Target drone 
moving away

Robot orientation

(B)

Figure 15. Examples of the target getting close and moving away. The robot is waiting close to the end of the
straight segment.
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compared with the trusted margin for the horizontal slope of line parts. In practice, the estimation
results with a large difference to the reference slope margin would be evaluated as the low-quality
estimation and abandoned.

Given trajectory estimation results with high quality, the nearest point from the robot to the
estimated straight trajectory in the horizontal plane is selected as the interception position for the
shortest response time, and could be directly computed by the perpendicular line towards the esti-
mated straight trajectory. Furthermore, the interception point keeps updating when a new trajectory
estimation result arrives.

To track the desired interception point, we send a velocity command proportional to the position
tracking error to the robot:

ṙdes = ktrack(rdes − rrobot) (13)

where, rdes and rrobot are the desired and current robot positions, and ktrack is the velocity gain.
Because of the uncertainties in the estimation results, the tracking procedure is further divided

into three phases, including conservative tracking, active tracking, and open-loop interception:

• in the conservative tracking, the target is distant from the robot and the estimated trajectory
has large uncertainties; thus, the velocity gain ktrack is set as small to avoid the overshooting
motion caused by the unreliable estimation results.

• in the active tracking, the estimated results are more reliable; thus, the velocity gain ktrack is set
to be larger to encourage the robot to make the rapid reaction to the latest desired interception
position.

• in the open-loop interception, the target is at an extremely close-range and likely to disappear
in the camera view, where the detection and estimation results are unreliable; thus, the desired
interception is no longer updated, and the robot tracks the last interception point and close
joints to capture the target.

The phases are switched heuristically according to the estimated distance between the robot and
target as shown in Figure 16. The conservative and active tracking phases depend on the estimation
results as shown in Figure 14, and Equation 11, whereas the open-loop interception phase does not

Conservative 
tracking

Active 
tracking

Open-loop 
interception

< 20mEstimation
results?

< 4m

yes

no

High uncertainty Low uncertainty Low reliability

Keep waiting

Commands

Robot

Incrementally improve interception result by 
updating better start position

Figure 16. Pipeline of the tracking and interception, where the loop stops until the task is succeeded or time
out. The input (i.e., “estimation results”) is the estimated trajectory obtained from Figure 14, Equation 11, and
Equation 12. The robot joints close after entering the “open-loop interception” phase, and re-open when back to
the “keep waiting” phase.
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need any estimation results. Note that, the open-loop interception phase is activated when the target
distance is less than 4 m, which corresponds to the last 0.8 s (5 m/s) or 0.5 s (8 m/s) before the target
is intercepted.

4.3. Incremental interception strategy
Because of the challenges in this task, including the short reaction time, fast target speed, and
large uncertainties, it is common to fail in a single interception attempt, even for the team with
the highest scores. In the 15 minutes challenge time, there are more than 20 full eight-shape routes
and many interception attempt opportunities. Failure is not inevitable, but the global strategy
could be developed to increase the success possibility based on the previous attempt. We develop an
incremental interception strategy in the task level. In detail, the robot is not supposed to make the
successful interception in only one shot; however, it is adjusted to a closer position to reduce the
deviation and increase the success rate incrementally.

In the beginning, the robot moves to a pre-recorded GPS waypoint which is close to an end
of a straight line where it is ensured that the target would fly towards the robot. Given that the
orientation of the eight-shape trajectory varies in each trial, and normal GPS data has large errors,
the distance to the real endpoint is more than 3 m in most cases. Once the target is detected, the
desired interception position is computed. The interception position keeps updating until either
the target is lost or the robot enters the open-loop interception state. Then the task-level planner
would reset the state machine and make the robot stop at the last position to prepare for the next
interception chance.

In the real challenge, the reactive time is less than 4 s for each interception attempt along with the
large uncertainties in the detection and estimation results. Nevertheless, our incremental interception
strategy is effective, and the interception could succeed within three iterations in most cases. More
details would be analyzed in the following experiment chapter.

5. Evaluation and results
Our development began with a simulated system that allowed us to test different levels of abstraction.
In particular, the planning and control method was evaluated using a life-size multilinked aerial
robot platform in a physics-based simulation environment with Gazebo14. However, it is difficult to
reproduce the real outdoor environment involving a complex background, motion blur, and sunlight
conditions. Thus, the vision-based detection was trained and evaluated with various videos recorded
from the on-board camera during system development. Furthermore, Challenge 1 required fast
maneuvering for both our robot and target drone. Thus, it is important to anticipate all possibilities
of interception motion in the real physical world and to conduct sufficient outdoor experiments in
our development testbed, which had a configuration similar to that of the actual competition arena.
The code of the entire aerial-interception system, including vision detection, aerial robot control, and
interception planning can be found in our repository15.

5.1. Offline training on target detector
For the SSD detector in the on-site experiment, we created an initial training dataset from onboard
camera images under manual operation for both our robot and target drone. We also updated the
dataset after each aerial interception experiment. The bounding box including both the drone and ball
was manually annotated in each training image. Regarding data augmentation, we applied horizontal
flip and image cropping randomly. We also applied transfer learning based on a pre-trained SSD model

14 http://gazebosim.org/
15 https://github.com/JSKAerialRobot/aerial_robot_demo/tree/master/mbzirc2020/mbzirc2020_task1
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Table 1. mAP of dataset.

Location On-site testbed Real competition arena

Training mAP 0.666 0.405
Validation mAP 0.624 0.315

with CoCo dataset (ssd_mobilenet_v2_quantized_coco16). The weights of Mobilenet V2 backbone
(i.e., CNN weights and batch normalization parameters) are frozen during training. Such a transfer
learning allows us to save considerable time in training while maintaining feature-extraction accuracy.
There are 128 images per minibatch and totally 5000 epochs performed with SGD optimization.
We used a warmup learning rate which linearly increases from 0.09 to 0.2 for the first 100 epochs,
and then use cosine decay to decrease learning rate from 0.2 to 0.000001 for the remainder. The
total training time is approximately 6 hours with one NVIDIA GTX1080Ti. During the rehearsal
and real competition, we collected sufficient image data from not only the onboard camera but also
several handy cameras, and performed transfer learning based on the model trained with the on-site
experiment dataset. The mean Average Precision (mAPs) of the training and validation datasets in
both the on-site tested and real competition arena are summarized in Table 1. All datasets collected
in both the on-site experiment and real challenge can be found in our repository17.

5.2. Target tracking and localization
We first evaluated vision-tracking, the most critical component of the entire aerial interception system.
We compared our tracking by the detection method presented in Section 3.1 with state-of-the-art
visual trackers SiamRPN and DiMP-50. SiamRPN is a Siamese-network based tracker that uses
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) as the backbone, and the structure is easy to quantize, indicating
the potential to be deployed in the USB inference device (Google Coral TPU). DiMP-50 (Bhat
et al., 2019) is a hybrid tracker that combines the Siamese-network and a correlation filter based
on ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) as the backbone. Thus, it has the best performance at the time of
MBZIRC2020. However, both trackers require an initial template to start tracking, which is provided
manually in this evaluation. Besides, to determine the best performance of these trackers, we ran them
in a standard GPU (i.e., GTX1080Ti). However, our proposed method still ran in the USB inference
device. To compare the three trackers, we chose a scenario from our testbed experiment. Figure 17
shows selections from a 5.5 s (166 frames) of that trail. We selected the initial bonding box from
GUI to start two trackers at the first frame (our proposed method started tracking autonomously).
We then counted the number of lost frames for each tracker, namely those where the estimated
bounding box overlaps neither drone nor ball. As shown in Table 2, SiamRPN failed to track the
target ball when the drone part was out of the image. Our proposed tracker (red) has almost the
same performance as DiMP-50 (blue), which performed online updating for the target template. This
result demonstrates that our SSD detector can extract the essential image features of the drone-ball
model from the background properly even if there is only a partial component (e.g., only ball) inside
the image.

We further evaluated the accuracy of the 3D position-estimation method presented in Section 3.3
and 3.4. As shown in Figure 18a, we manually operated the target drone with a constant distance
from a static camera, and gradually increased the distance (i.e., 5 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 25 m and
30 m). We then calculated the error between the estimated ball position from the camera image and
the ground truth obtained from RTK-GPS at separate axes as shown in Figure 18b,c,d, and also
calculated the 3D localization RMSE as shown in Table 3. As shown in Figure 18d, the estimation

16 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/research/object_detection/g3doc/tf1_detection_zoo.md
17 https://github.com/JSKAerialRobot/aerial_robot_demo/blob/master/mbzirc2020/mbzirc2020_task1/
mbzirc2020_task1_vision/script/install_train_data.py
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Figure 17. Comparison of performance of drone-ball tracking with different trackers (red: our proposed tracker
presented in Section 3.1; blue: DiMP-50; green: SiamRPN). The bounding box in the first frame is given manually
to start SiamRPN and DiMP-50, whereas our detector autonomously detects the drone-ball target. A related video
can be found at https://youtu.be/s7TGY9uXLK8.

Table 2. Comparison of tracking performance between our proposed method and state-of-the-art trackers.

Trackers Our proposed SSD based method DiMP-50 SiamRPN

Backbone MobileNet V2 ResNet 50 AlexNet
Inference machine USB device (Google Coral TPU) GTX 1080Ti GTX 1080Ti
Inference time per frame [ms] 5 24 5
Lost frames (total frames: 166) 3 3 33

along the z axis demonstrated the largest error and deviation, and also increased significantly at
long range (> 15 m). This is because the ball extraction at long range is difficult, thus, the z position
(i.e., distance) as presented in Equation 8 and Equation 9 depends significantly on the width of
the bounding box, which is not perfectly equal to the width of the drone. For such a problem, a
ToF sensor or stereo camera, such as (Vrba et al., 2019), can directly provide the measured depth,
achieving a better localization accuracy. However, our estimation result is still promising in the
close and medium range (< 15 m), which is more crucial for an aerial interception. Furthermore, the
presented trajectory estimation based on RANSAC can cover the low localization accuracy at long
range when the target drone follows a known trajectory. It is also notable that our proposed method
for target tracking and localization is inexpensive, requiring only a monocular camera, a standard
CPU, and a USB inference device.
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Figure 18. Evaluation of the proposed target ball position estimation. (A) Evaluation experiment where manually
operated drone flew with a constant distance from the static camera. The coordinate origin is at the center of the
camera image. (B)–(D) Average position errors on x , y , and z axes and their standard deviation under different
distances (5 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m, 25 m and 30 m).

Table 3. 3D localization RMSE of evaluation experiment of Figure 18.

Distance [m] 5 10 15 20 25 30
RMSE [m] 0.59 0.78 1.72 2.56 3.81 3.98

5.3. On-site experiment
Our on-site testbed was a standard soccer field as shown in Figure 9. We developed the target
drone based on DJI M10018, suspending a yellow ball with a diameter of 0.15 m using a carbon
pipe with a length of 1.5 m. Both the drone and ball were relatively larger than those in the actual
competition. An eight-shape orbital trajectory (100 m × 40 m) with variant height (5 m to 15 m)
was designed for this drone. The speed was set as 5 m/s, since a higher speed (i.e., 8 m/s) induced
unstable trajectory-following performance in the DJI flight system.

Then, the proposed incremental interception motion was tested in such an environment, and
Figures 19 to 21 demonstrate a typical result among various experiments. The interception with the
yellow ball as shown in Figure 19 8⃝ and Figure 20 8⃝ was iteratively achieved by two cycles: 1⃝– 2⃝
and 5⃝– 8⃝ correspond to the first interception (failure) and second interception (success), respectively,
whereas 3⃝– 4⃝ is a period in which the target drone flew away from our robot. As shown in the
middle graph of Figure 19, the distance between our robot and the target ball was declined linearly
when the target drone flew towards our robot and followed a straight segment ( 1⃝– 2⃝ and 5⃝– 8⃝),
indicating the correct detection of the target ball and position estimation. The bottom graph in
Figure 19 demonstrates the position-tracking error relative to the desired encounter point, which

18 https://www.dji.com/matrice100
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Figure 19. Onboard data collected during the on-site experiment corresponding to Figure 20. Top: ball detected
flag (1: detected, 0: not detected); Middle: the relative distance between the target ball and our robot according
to the estimated ball position as presented in Equation 10. 1⃝– 2⃝ and 5⃝– 8⃝ imply the two approach periods,
respectively; Bottom: the position tracking error between our robot and the desired encounter (interception) point.

later was incrementally updated according to our proposed interception planning. Although the first
interception failed, the last encounter point updated at 10 s in Figure 19 provided a good waiting
point for the next interception attempt, indicating the advantage of our incremental interception
strategy. The desired altitude of our robot was updated to a neutral value of 7.5 m at 17 s as shown
in Figure 19, since the robot height updated at 10 s had exceeded the upper limit of the orbital
trajectory of the target drone. We infer that the drone’s actual height might have exceeded the
upper limit at this moment, since the target-drone’s barometer-based height estimate was unreliable.
The same phenomenon also occurred in the drone used in the real competition; however, the height
recovery in our robot can obtain a relatively proper height for the next interception.

Figure 21 demonstrates the trajectories of our robot and the target ball during the second approach
period. Although the real trajectory of the target ball should be a straight segment, the raw estimated
trajectory (green path) fluctuated and was inaccurate at long-range (i.e., > 15 m) compared to the
evaluation result in Figure 18. This was due to not only the inaccurate range-to-target estimation
presented in Figure 12, but also the inaccurate time synchronization while transforming the 3D ball
position from the camera frame to the world frame. Nevertheless, the proposed RANSAC filtering
(yellow straight segment) increases robustness against these estimation errors. Furthermore, the
straight segment estimated by RANSAC can also predict a good encounter point, which leads to
successful interception, even if the vision-based detection on the target ball failed, particularly at
the extremely close range as shown in Figure 20 8⃝. It is also notable that, position-tracking error
at the interception moment (50.1 s in Figure 19) did not converge to zero, due to inaccurately
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Figure 20. 1⃝– 8⃝: representative detection results corresponding to Figure 19. 1⃝– 2⃝: detection results dur-
ing the first approach period; 3⃝– 4⃝: detection results when the drone is flying away from our robot; 5⃝– 8⃝:
detection results during the second approach period (successful interception). a⃝– d⃝: successful interception
moment corresponding to Figure 19, which dropped the ball from the drone. Related video can be found at
https://youtu.be/s7TGY9uXLK8.

calculated intercept points near the end. However, the update of the desired encounter point during
the entire approach period acted as a “low pass filter”, enabling convergence to a point close to a true
encounter point, but not to the point in the last RANSAC fitting segment (i.e., the yellow segment
in Figure 21a).

To evaluate the integration performance of perception and planning, we analyzed the results of
our final experiment day, in which the codes and parameters were the same as the settings during the
MBZIRC competition. In the experiment day, there were 22 interception attempts with a total of 10
successful ones. The success rate in our local arena was 45.5%. Since we developed the incremental
interception strategy, we also analyzed the required attempts for a successful interception, which
involved an average of 1.8 attempts.

5.4. Results at MBZIRC2020
During the MBZIRC competition, we had two trials in Challenge 1 and one trial in the Grand
Challenge to perform our interception system. We succeeded in dropping the suspended ball from
the drone in the first trial of Challenge 1, and attained the third place in Challenge 1 out of the total
of 22 competitors.

During the first trial of Challenge 1, we first tried to intercept the target at the left bottom
endpoint of the straight segment as shown in Figure 2c. Our robot departed the start zone and moved
to a GPS waiting-point established before the competition. However, the background captured from
this waiting point was cluttered, and the target drone and ball almost blended into the surroundings,
as shown in Figure 25a. Thus, we had few detection points to formulate the straight motion of
the target ball, and our robot was unable to enter the interception phase during the first 9 min
(8 min at 8 m/s and 1 min at 5 m/s). During that time, we also experienced a disconnection with
the robot, since the arena was too large, and our operation room was far from the robot. After
struggling with such a demanding condition, we decided to change the waiting point around the
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Figure 21. (A) 3D trajectories of our robot and the target ball during the second approach phase which ended
with a successful interception (i.e., 45 s to 51 s in Figure 19). The red and blue trajectories correspond to the
trajectories of the target ball and our robot respectively. The yellow segment denotes the RANSAC fitting resulted
from the last 30 estimated points in the green trajectory, and the yellow star denotes the final interception point.
(B)–(D) separate coordinates of trajectories of the target ball and our robot.

right bottom endpoint of another straight segment as shown in Figure 2c, which location was also
closer to our operation room. We restarted our task for 10 min and succeeded in dropping the ball in
65 s as shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. We had two approach opportunities ( 1⃝– 2⃝ and 6⃝– 8⃝);
however, our robot was in the waypoint phase from takeoff point to the waiting point (i.e, 26 s to
32 s), and missed the first approach chance. Before the second opportunity, the desired robot height
was autonomously updated to 7.5 m at 51 s as shown in Figure 22 because the target ball was higher
than our robot observed from 3⃝– 5⃝. The height adjustment helped the robot to quickly converge
to the desired encounter point for the second approach chance, which can also be confirmed from
Figure 24 where the major change of the desired robot motion in the last two seconds (62 s to 64 s)
was in the vertical direction rather than the horizontal direction. Finally, the edge of the robot net
touched the suspending cable as shown in Figure 23 c⃝. It is notable that the target ball was not
detected within the range of 5 m, indicating a more demanding condition for vision-based detection
compared with our experimental environment.

During the second trial of Challenge 1 on the next day, our robot suddenly disabled its motors
mid-competition (115 s) because of a problem with our original MCU board, resulting in a tragic
crash from a height of 15 m. Druing the Grand Challenge on the last day, we were unable to takeoff
because of machine trouble in the first 13 min. Finally, our robot succeeded in arming all motors at
13 min, and simultaneously fulfilled the interception challenge with other tasks. During the last 150 s
for Challenge 1 in the Grand Challenge, we only had two chances to encounter the target drone, and
the robot failed to intercept the ball at the end. However, according to the thorough analysis on the
logged data, we determined that our robot could have intercepted the target at the next approach
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Figure 22. Onboard data collected during the first trial of Challenge 1 corresponding to Figure 23. Top: ball
detected flag (1: detected, 0: not detected); Middle: the relative distance between the target ball and our robot
according to the estimated ball position as presented in Equation 10. 1⃝– 2⃝ and 6⃝– 8⃝ imply the two approach
periods; Bottom: the position tracking error between our robot and the desired encounter (interception) point.

chance, since the robot position was getting iteratively closer to a proper interception point and was
almost on the straight segment that the ball passed at the end. This post-mortem analysis supports
the effectiveness of our proposed incremental interception planning method.

During the MBZIRC Challenge days, we attempted three intercepts in Challenge 1 and achieved
one success, In the Grand Challenge, our single attempt failed to intercept. Although we only
succeeded to drop the ball once in the real competition, the feasibility of our developed methods for
target detection, trajectory estimation, and interception planning – along with the whole system –
were effectively demonstrated, since Challenge 1 constituted a highly demanding task where only
four teams (including Grand Challenge) out of all competitors were able to drop the ball.

5.5. Lessons learned
In terms of hardware, Challenge 1 is the most dangerous task, because aerial robots were required to
perform fast maneuvering at a height of approximately 10 m for interception with another fast-moving
object. Even if the robot can contact the ball, the propeller might become tangled in the detached ball
or the suspending pole, inducing a crash from the 10 m height. Although many teams put a protecting
net on the top of the propellers, such accidents can not be perfectly avoided. Thus, developing a
platform that is easy to repair is one of the crucial keys to competing for multiple days. We also
experienced a tragic crash during the competition; however, the highly modularized link structure
of our robot platform allowed us to replace the minimum components which saved considerable
time during the competition, and the unification of the robot platform in all challenges improved
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Figure 23. 1⃝– 8⃝: representative detection results corresponding to Figure 22. 1⃝– 2⃝: detection results dur-
ing the first approach period; 3⃝– 5⃝: detection results when the drone is flying away from our robot; 6⃝– 8⃝:
detection results during the second approach period (successful interception). a⃝– d⃝: successful interception
moment corresponding to Figure 22, which dropped the ball from the drone. Related video can be found at
https://youtu.be/s7TGY9uXLK8.

the robot management during the development and competition. Given that our robot is designed
and built totally in-house and has a more complex structure than a common multirotor, we still
have several bugs to resolve, indicating a trade-off between free customization and safety brought by
off-the-shelf products. Nevertheless, many failures occurred during the on-site experiments and the
real competition significantly facilitated the refinement of our original robot platform; we sincerely
appreciate MBZIRC providing such an opportunity.

The main difficulty we experienced in the real competition is the demanding condition for the
vision-based detection owing to the significantly more complex background, as well as the smaller
drone and ball. Those unforeseen issues significantly increased task difficulty, and we were unable
to detect the drone and ball during the rehearsals using our pre-trained SSD network based on our
testbed experiments. Nevertheless, during rehearsal, we collected sufficient image data from not only
the onboard camera but also several handy cameras; we first performed the transfer-learning with
these image dataset based on the standard SSD network trained with the COCO dataset. However, the
loss function during training could not converge. Then, we tried to perform the transfer-learning based
on our task-tailored SSD network trained with the image data collected in our on-site experiments
(mAP of on-site testbed dataset: 0.624), resulting in a relatively promising inference performance
(mAP of real challenge dataset: 0.315). Such a transfer-learning allowed us to re-train a network with
limited time and computation resources, leading to a relatively reliable detection result in the real
competition. Besides, our combined drone-ball model improved robustness in the detection process
improved the robustness. However, the detection performance was still worse than the performance
in our testbed as shown in Table 4. In this table, we compare the detection performance in the last
approach period. It is obvious that the number of detection (and tracking) points along with the
detection range significantly reduces in the real competition compared with our on-site experiment.
This is because the drone with a single black color in the real competition easily blended into the
background, and the yellow ball and green balloons were very similar as shown in Figure 25. Fewer
detection points indicating more iteration is required to converge to the proper encounter point in
our interception planning, however, the competition time was limited. This reveals a weakness of
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Figure 24. (A) 3D trajectories of our robot and the target ball during the leaving and second approach periods
(i.e., 43 s to 64 s in Figure 22). The red and blue trajectories correspond to the trajectories of the target ball and
our robot respectively. The yellow segment denotes the RANSAC fitting resulted from the last 30 estimated points
in the green trajectory, and the yellow star denotes the final interception point. (B)–(D) separate coordinates of
trajectories of the target ball and our robot.

Table 4. Comparison of detection performance in the on-site experiment and the real competition.

On-site Experiment Challenge 1 Trial 1 Grand Challenge

Interception success success failure
Detection points 161 50 16
Detection duration [s] 5.332691 1.63 0.50
Average detection rate [Hz] 30.00 29.98 29.97
Estimated distance of first detection [m] 26.34 10.48 (△) 11.885377 (△)
Estimated distance of last detection [m] 1.53 5.09 5.21

△: unreliable value owing to inaccurate depth estimation

our “waiting” strategy compared to the active following strategy adopted by the winning team from
BIT. To cover this shortage, a more robust visual tracking successively from the leaving period to
the approach period (i.e., successive visual tracking from 3⃝– 7⃝ in Figure 22) should be developed,
facilitating a longer interception motion at each approach period.

Furthermore, the insufficient accuracy of the target ball position estimation is another factor
that degrades interception performance. Although subsequent outlier filtering by RANSAC did
improve the robustness, to some degree, we still need to improve the trajectory estimation from the
perspectives of 1) temporal calibration among sensors and 2) the error model of depth estimation.

Although we came in third place for Challenge 1, our robot could not catch the ball. We found
that the relative speed between the robot and target ball at the contact moment was too large
(> 5 m/s), thus the ball always bounced off the net. In the competition, only the winning team
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Figure 25. Several representative cases that our vision-based detection method cannot handle properly, since the
target black drone and yellow ball entirely blended into the background of the real competition site. The target
drone easily blended into the black structure (A), the scaffold (B), and the building (C).
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Figure 26. 1⃝– 3⃝: Intercept-attempt failure in the first trail of Challenge 1, in which the target drone was moving
at 8 m/s and the robot failed to track the height of the target well because of the limited reaction time. 4⃝– 6⃝:
the target drone moved 8 m/s as the previous failure, and the robot failed to move closer to the feasible horizontal
interception position because of the short reaction time; 7⃝– 9⃝: ball suspending stick sunk into the interception
net and caused the crash of our robot during early development.

succeeded in capturing the ball. Given that our experiments before the competition mainly focused
on the achievement of interception with a drone flying at the same speed as in the real competition,
capturing motion was the second priority during our development. Therefore, advanced interception
and capturing planning, which can suppress the relative speed by flying backwards against the coming
target should be developed and testified by on-site experiments in the future. Nevertheless, we must
highlight that only four teams out of 22 (including Grand Challenge) were able to intercept the ball
autonomously, indicating the difficulties in both vision detection and motion planning to react quickly
and avoid crashing during the challenge as shown in Figure 26. Simultaneously, the effectiveness of
our simple but robust interception approach has been validated.
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6. Conclusion
Our team demonstrated the autonomous capabilities of the prototype deformable articulated aerial
robot platform in a task involving fast interception motion and won the bronze medal in Challenge 1
of MBZIRC 2020. This study presented the key considerations we addressed in developing the robot
hardware platform, the vision-based detection, and the motion planning for intercepting a fast-flying
target. The results from the on-site experiments and competition convey valuable insights toward the
achievement of fast interception.

We addressed in advance possible issues regarding both the hardware and software; however,
unforeseen problems occurred during the actual competitions, for example, the demanding condition
to detect the target drone in a complex environment led to further development on the vision-based
detection and tracking methods. Moreover, a successful capturing motion, which was not fully achieved
by our deformable robot, is also an important future work.

Nevertheless, we believe that our contribution and experiences from Challenge 1 provide a good
reference for operating aerial robots in the dynamic 3D real world for future participants. Team JSK
plans to join the next MBZIRC in 2023 with our further evolved robot platform.
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